Enhancing the energetic impulse on classic acupuncturepoints with the frequency-input of lasers

Acupuncture does not bring new/fresh energy into the organism (except the little warm/hot energy through moxibustion of an acupuncture point) and the energetic effects of acupuncture are intended to work against the stagnation of Qi and harmonize the YIN-Qi and YANG-Qi of an organ or meridian. But for new/fresh energy, we need the laser! The main reason for the effect of laserradiation is the coherence of the laser-beam compared to uncoordinated photons of normal light. The coherent laserbeam gives the energy-gain of the laserphoton to the normal light-photon (from the higher level of energy to the lower level according to the quantum leap). In the mitochondrias they arrive at the special receptor for photons. How our organism reacts, when different frequencies are applied? Are frequencies necessary or is cw(continuous wave) as efficient? Let us have a look about biological perception: Optical perceptible resonances like the emotional stimulating colours of the sun going down compare this to the theory of colours (Goethe 1810), Acoustically perceptible resonances like the Om-singing of Buddhists (frequency is 136,10 Hz) as very agreable frequency but on the other hand there are pesky noises. Olfactoric perceptible resonances like the smell of flowers, perfume and so on, Vibrational perceptions / impulse-frequencies during massage (for example chinese massage TUINA) and others. The pain memory is difficult to treat with western medicine but good results with new Earacupuncture because BAHR has found in his research special points at the lobule of the ear. In the workshop the treatment of patients with chronic pain will be demonstrated live.
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